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Key Themes
1. Independent, nonpartisan analysis is critically important
-- Politicians will make policy decisions with or without good data
-- As economists & analysts, we can try to help inform decisions
2. Strong, effective analysis requires 3 types of skills:
-- Research (ability to dig for information)
-- Analysis (ability and use of tools to evaluate information gathered)
-- Communication (ability to effectively communicate analytic results)
3. You can’t figure out where you are going if you don’t know where
you’ve been and which way you are heading <= learn from history

Fleshing out those 3 Key Themes
1. Some examples of independent,
nonpartisan analysis by the U.S.
Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
2. Building the “Three-Legged
Stool” of analysts’ skill set 
3. How looking backwards can inform
projections and policies: Carefully
reviewing budget & economic history…
and using evidence-based policymaking

Analysis
Research
Communication

But first … a brief historical tour ….
• The executive vs. legislative context in the United States
• Creation of a stronger legislative budget role in the 1970s,
including establishment of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
• Sadly, the decline of legislative budgeting in the United States

Why was CBO created?
(A civics and history lesson)

The U.S. Constitution puts the Congress in the
driver’s seat with regard to federal finances.

Since 1787, the “Power of the Purse”
has resided with the U.S. Congress

“No Money shall be drawn from
the Treasury, but in Consequence
of Appropriations made by Law...”
U.S. Constitution: Article I, Section 9, Clause 7

The President is responsible for proposing budgets -but the Congress decides through an approval process.

But … the U.S. Federal Budget is a Mess:
Recent and Current Situation
Unfortunately, the U.S. budget system has fallen into disarray:

 The Congress rarely completes its annual budget planning
exercise and doesn’t finish budget legislation in a “timely” way
 After declining deficits, budget shortfalls are rising again, and
will exceed $1 trillion – 4% to 5% of GDP – in most coming years.

After 6 years of fiscal progress following the 2009 financial crisis,
U.S. deficits are on the rise (and exceed the 50-year average)

CBO’s Role in Providing
Nonpartisan Analysis
Perhaps the one success story in
U.S. federal budgeting over the
past few decades is having the
strong presence of CBO to provide
clear and consistent fiscal info to
the U.S. Congress and the public.
CBO publishes a well-received
Budget and Economic Outlook
each year, and annually prepares
600 to 700 cost estimates of
legislation considered by Congress.

Examples of CBO Analysis
• Simple authorization for early childhood education
• Agriculture guest-workers program
• Leasing tanker aircraft for the U.S. Air Force

A Simple Example of a CBO
Cost Estimate:
Proposal to authorize funding for early
childhood education programs

Policy Costs for a Proposal to Authorize Funding for
Pre-Kindergarten Education
In 2014, the U.S. Senate Committee on Education approved legislation
to authorize 3 new programs to support education programs for young
children (prior to their entrance into regular school programs that
begin with kindergarten, around age 5 or 6).
CBO estimated that enacting and implementing the bill would cost
about $28 billion over five years, assuming appropriation of the
necessary amounts.

U.S. “pre-school” programs provide early
education for young children (ages 2-5)

An Authorization Bill
The early childhood education proposal was a straightforward
authorization bill, which means that it did not include any funding by
itself, but instead authorized the appropriation of future funding.
Specifically, the legislation would have authorized the appropriation of
about $6 billion for fiscal year 2015.
CBO had to estimate:
1. How much would be necessary to continue the programs in later years, and
2. How quickly would the authorized funds be spent.

Estimating Authorization Levels
• Often, the Congress specifies an authorization amount for one year
and authorizes “such sums as may be necessary” for future years.
• CBO interprets that as: continue funding a constant real level.

• Thus, CBO will adjust the first-year authorization for anticipated
inflation each year.

Estimating the “Spendout” of Authorizations
• CBO routinely uses spendout rates based on historical data,
information from federal agencies, and expert judgment.
• A typical administrative program might have a high first-year
spendout rate of 80% or more, while a research or grant program
might have a low first-year rate of only 10% or 20%.

• Many education grant programs follow that latter pattern, with low
spendout in the first couple of years.

Example of a Slow Spendout and Mulitiyear Authorization
Program Authorization: $100 million, plus 3% inflation for later years

Historical Spendout Rates:
20% in year 1; 30% in yr. 2; 25% in yr. 3; 15% in yr. 4; 10% in yr. 5
Resulting Estimates for 5 years ($ Million, by Fiscal Year):
Estimated Authorization
Estimated Outlays

Year 1
100
20

Year 2
103
51

Year 3
106
77

Year 4
109
95

Year 5
113
107

Estimated Cost for the Early Childhood Education Bill, Reflecting
Slow Spendout Of Authorized Funding
By Fiscal Year, in Millions of Dollars
20152015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2019

CHANGES IN SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATION
Voluntary Prekindergarten
for Low- and ModerateIncome Families
Estimated Authorization
Estimated Outlays

1,300

3,250

5,780

7,580

8,960

26,870

26

559

1,962

4,045

6,199

12,790

750

763

778

794

809

3,894

15

300

658

768

783

2,524

4,000

4,071

4,150

4,232

4,315

20,768

400

1,407

2,833

3,685

4,076

12,401

6,050

8,084

10,708

12,606

14,084

51,532

441

2,266

5,452

8,498

11,057

27,715

Prekindergarten Grants
Estimated Authorization
Estimated Outlays
Learning Quality Partnerships
Estimated Authorization
Estimated Outlays
Total Changes
Estimated Authorization
Estimated Outlays

Summary of Cost Estimate
Based on the estimated authorization levels and the relatively slow
spendout of those funds, CBO estimated that implementing the bill
would have these costs:
Total estimated authorization of $51.5 billion over five years
Total estimated outlays of $27.7 billion over five years

A More-Complex Example of a CBO
Cost Estimate:
Proposal to increase legal immigration for
agriculture workers in the United States

Policy Costs and Savings for Increasing the Number
of Allowed Agricultural Guestworkers
The U.S. Congress considered legislation that would have amended
immigration laws to increase the number of noncitizens would could
receive temporary visas for work in agriculture.
That legislation was called the Agricultural Guestworker Act, which was
approved by a committee in the House of Representatives.
CBO concluded the legislation would increase spending and revenues
and that it would lead to a small net increase in deficits over 10 years.

The United States has a large agricultural sector

The Policy Issue
Many U.S. legal AND illegal immigrants work in the agricultural sector:
 The work is hard and not well-paying;
 As a result, many Americans are not interested in those jobs;
 However, the work is plentiful and pays better than the alternatives
for residents of many Central and South American nations.

Policy Option: Increase the number of TEMPORARY Visas for
immigration for Agricultural Guestworkers

The Legislation and CBO’s Estimate
• The proposal would have created a new type of visa for temporary
work in the U.S. agriculture sector.

• CBO estimated that action would lead to a modest increase in the
overall U.S. population: about 400,000 more people by 2024.
• Having more people in the country in low-paying jobs means more
government spending, but also more tax revenues.
• On balance, CBO estimated that spending and revenues would
roughly offset, leading to net deficits of $0.3 billion over 10 years.

Population Effects
Key Factors:
• Gross increase in legal immigration, based on agriculture demand
• Expected mortality of such immigrants
• Overstays: people who remain in the country after visa expiration
• Children born to such immigrants while in the United States
Population Estimates:
• The proposal would cap new visas at 500,000 per year
• But CBO estimated that net immigration would not reach the cap
• Evaluating all factors yielded estimates of about 100,000 population
increase over the first few years, rising to 400,000 in 10 years

Changes in Spending
Adding low-income people to the population means an increase in the
number eligible for income security and health care benefits.

Program benefits affected:
Savings, relative to current law
1. Earned Income Tax Credit and Child Tax Credit
2. Health Insurance Subsidies under the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”)

Increased Costs, relative to current law
3.
4.
5.
6.

Medicaid (health care assistance for low-income households)
Food Stamps (nutrition assistance)
Supplemental Security Income
Administrative costs for implementation

Net effect on spending: Increase of $2.1 billion over 10 years.

Changes in Revenues
More workers means more people paying income taxes, particularly
because the proposal would include tax withholding by employers.

Some work that is now done “off the books” by illegal immigrants would
move to “on the books” work, which would lead to more revenues.
On net, federal revenues would rise by about $1.8 billion over 10 years.

Key Factors and Results Summary
• Small increase in the overall U.S. population
• More federal spending: +$2.1 billion;
more tax revenues: +$1.8 billion
• Deficit cost of about $0.3 billion over 10 years

Example #3: Financial trade-offs
for leasing versus buying (and an
infamous budget charade)
A Proposal to Lease Tanker (Refueling) Aircraft
for the U.S. Air Force

More history for you … back to 2002 & 2003
The U.S. Air Force maintains a fleet of well over 100 tanker aircraft used
for mid-air refueling of a variety of bomber, fighter, and other aircraft.
But those tankers may be reaching the end of their useful service life.
In 2002, the Boeing Corporation proposed, and the Air Force was very
much interested in, an arrangement that would essentially “pretend” to
have the Air Force “lease” up to 100 new tanker aircraft from Boeing.
It became clear that the proposal was really a long-term purchase
disguised as a “lease” … and would ultimately cost U.S. taxpayers a lot
more than an outright purchase.

The U.S. Air Force has maintained a large
refueling “tanker” fleet for several decades

With tankers aging, a key question near the turn of
the century was “lease or buy?”
The Air Force wanted to buy up to 100 new tanker aircraft in the early 21st
century, but budgetary constraints made that very difficult at the time.
As an alternative, Boeing proposed to “lease” new tankers to the Air Force
under a complicated arrangement that initially looked like a lease, but after
scrutiny was determined to effectively be a purchase.
The “lease” arrangement was considered because the near-term budget
effect would appear modest: with just the year-by-year lease payments
recorded as U.S. federal expenditures.

CBO determined that the proposal did NOT meet the requirements of a
government lease and that the true costs of that arrangement should be
shown on the budget when the federal commitment was made.

Tanker “Operating Lease”?
Millions of dollars, per aircraft

Lenders

3. Principal &
Interest = $112.4M

2. Permanent
Financing
= $138.4M

1. Construction
Loans = $105M

Trust

Bondholders

5. Principal &
Interest = 161M

(Special-Purpose Entity)

4. Aircraft Sale to
Trust = $131M

6. Lease Payments
= $126M
Purchase at Lease End = $35M
5. Tankers

Boeing
Solid lines represent transactions that
should be recorded as federal outlays.

US Air Force

You can fool some of the people some of the time …
…but you can’t fool a good, independent budget office!
CBO told the U.S. Congress that the supposed lease deal didn’t qualify as
a “lease”; and moreover, that acquiring new tanker aircraft in that fashion
would end up costing at least $5 billion more than a purchase:

The proposal would have spending of $21.5 billion over 10 years,
while an up-front purchase would have cost about $16 billion.
Ultimately, the plan fell apart. The Defense Department regrouped several
years later and is now in the process of gradually buying new tankers.

The effectiveness of analysis depends on
having 3 strong legs!

Analysis
Research

Communication

In-depth, thorough research is a key first step
Completing solid economic and public policy analysis requires
digging to gather all the relevant data and non-quantitative
information that will allow for well-founded decision-making.
Even if you have a good model and top-notch analytical techniques,
you need that foundation of strong and balanced research to ensure
quality and comprehensiveness.
… as the old expression goes:

“Garbage in, garbage out”
As economists and policy analysts,
we like to avoid having our work
referred to as garbage!

Picking the best analytical approach is an art
Great economic and public policy analysis is not just about having the most
“cutting-edge” model; it is often dependent on the choice of how to best
analyze the available information.
Sometimes that means state-of-the-art econometrics or microsimulation;
sometimes it means a simple, but well-thought-out spreadsheet.

By SilverStar at English Wikipedia, CC BY 2.5,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7159492

In the end, your analysis is only as effective as
your communication of its results
Comprehensive research and the best analytical modeling may go
for naught if you cannot effectively communicate your work:
• Clear, succinct writing is critical to communicating results
• Easy-to-understand, eye-catching, but “not-too-busy” graphics
can be a key element of good communication
• Well-structured, but not overly detailed oral comments are often
essential to effective communication.

Effective communication
through simple graphics
and short text, from
CBO’s recent annual
report (April 2018):

Example of a simple-but-effective infographic:
CBO’s Overview of U.S. Federal Spending & Taxes

Spending and Revenue Reviews: Looking
backwards greatly helps in looking forwards
“You can’t figure out where you are going
if you don’t know where you’ve been.”

A thorough review of recent historical spending and
collections by government is one of the best ways to
get a handle on key fiscal dynamics.

CBO’s Annual Look-back Analysis
• Each fall, CBO analysts review the results of the recent fiscal year,
comparing actuals to estimates that CBO developed earlier.
• The results of that analysis significantly influence new CBO numbers
for the coming year in updated current-law projections.
• Most people tend to think of the annual Budget and Economic
Outlook report by CBO as the beginning of a new year’s analysis, but
it is fair to recognize the “analysis of actuals” as a key first step.
• This is an important exercise to determine if there is any unintended
bias to “overestimate” or “underestimate” for different programs.

Evidence-based Analysis and Policymaking
Recently, the Bipartisan Policy Center (BPC) in Washington, DC,
completed a major project examining:

Evidence Use in Congress
The BPC noted:
“Evidence-based policymaking holds the potential to restore some of
the lost public trust in America’s government institutions, including
Congress… [and that] when evidence is used to make incremental
changes to policies and programs, it can improve performance.”

It all “sounds good,” but the jury is out …
Many politicians talk about embracing evidence-based analysis, but
unfortunately, many policy decisions appear to be based on party-line
politics without truly balanced consideration of evidence that is
presented regarding spending and revenue programs.
There are barriers to effective use of evidence-based policymaking in
the United States and elsewhere;

…but it worth it for economists and evaluators to fight the good fight
for more reliance on data-driven, careful, objective analysis!

Thank you.

